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SRI International (SRI) has recent-
ly addressed the requirements of 
pointing systems for a variety of 
maneuvering platforms. These 

platforms include airborne systems 
(unmanned aerial vehicles, aircraft), 
land vehicles (tanks, HUMVEES), and 
marine vessels. 

Our primary goal was to obtain 0.1-
degree pointing accuracy. To achieve 
this, we considered several design 
options. A stand-alone navigation 
grade inertial measurement unit (IMU) 
seemed too expensive and heavy but has 
a clear advantage by being more immune 
to GPS outages. A magnetic compass–

based solution appeared too problematic 
due to calibration and accuracy issues. 

After other design trades were 
reviewed, we limited the path forward 
to tactical grade IMUs combined with 
GPS. Several different IMUs were then 
evaluated for integration into a flexible 
software package previously developed 
at SRI for position and attitude tracking 
of large parachute pallet loads. 

A secondary goal was to establish 
a truth system to verify pointing accu-
racy of the developed system. The crite-
ria that we set for the truth system were 
approximately 0.06 degree for kinematic 
applications and 0.02 degree for static 

applications. Moreover, we wanted all 
biases between the units under test and 
the truth system to be less than 0.01 
degree. 

Providing truth at this level of accu-
racy presents difficulties, however. Opti-
cal systems can easily attain this level of 
accuracy for static tests but are difficult 
for dynamic tests. 

A stand-alone GPS attitude system 
works well for kinematic tests, but the 
static accuracy requirement would 
need too long of a baseline to be por-
table. Ultimately, a hybrid system was 
developed using both optical and GPS 
methods. 

When it comes to providing attitude or designing a pointing system — say, for 
controlling an airborne antenna or guiding a ship on maneuvers, GPS can use some 
help. That’s where inertial measurement technology enters the picture. Navigation-
grade IMUs can handle the job, but researchers at SRI were challenged to see if a 
less expensive MEMS design could provide suitable accuracy. Turns out it could.
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The first part of this article presents 
the component analysis and differences 
for the MEMS IMU versus the tactical 
grade unit. Then we discuss the design 
and architecture for the system and the 
associated GPS/INS navigation process-
ing software. Next we discuss implemen-
tation differences for the various com-
ponents. 

Following those sections, we consid-
er the truth systems developed at SRI. 
Finally, we discuss the tests performed, 
truth data analysis methodology, and 
results. 

This SRI initiative has led to the 
implementation of GPS/IMU systems 
on a variety of platforms.

Evaluating	the	IMUs
The mid-range, tactical grade IMU dis-
cussed in this article incorporates three 
fiber-optic gyros. The unit employing 
MEMS gyros has relatively lower power 
consumption. table 1 shows relevant 
gyro parameters for the two IMUs used. 
Terminology for each unit is verbatim 
from the manufacturer’s literature. 

Our evaluation methodology estab-
lished a gyro simulation with a con-
sistent power spectral density (PSD) 
and Allan variance for each unit under 
test. To do this, multiple runs of greater 
than 24 hours were made to perform the 
Allan variance analysis. Short-term runs 
of less than an hour were used to estab-
lish the turn-on bias. 

As the most interesting element at 
this point is the gyros, we have left out 
the accelerometer component of the 
analysis. Moreover, the accelerometer 
performance of the units is not remark-
ably different.

Analytical	Methodology
We set the units up to run stationary at 
a more or less constant temperature. The 
temperature control system in use can be 
assumed to keep the room temperature 
within 5 degrees F. The units were set 
to run over several days. In general, we 
made no attempt to estimate the absolute 
bias. As a result, the units were oriented 
pointing more or less north. 

Both units output data at nominally 
100 Hz. Test software that sums raw 

delta velocity and delta theta data over 
100 samples was used in the units. 

The principal method we used to 
measure gyro stability here is the Allan 
variance, which has previously been 
employed to study gyro stability in sev-
eral applications. The Allan variance is 
defined in IEEE Standard 647; however, 
we will present the exact definition/algo-
rithm that we used for the discrete Allan 
variance. 

Let  be a sequence. For 
each integer τ, l ≤ τ ≥ [N/4], define K = 
[N/τ]  (where [.] denotes integral part) 
and define the sequence of cluster means 

 by 

The Allan variance of the sequence y 
with time step τ is defined by

For the particular Allan variance 
examples below, the y’s are the summed 
raw gyro rates mentioned above.

Tactical	Grade		
IMU	Analysis
Figure 1 presents a raw time-series plot 
for one gyro in the fiber-optic IMU. This 
particular data sample is taken over 60 
hours. The data show no long-term drifts 
of any kind. 

Figure 2 shows the Allan variance for 
all three axes of the fiberoptic gyros. All 
three gyros are nearly identical from an 
Allan variance standpoint. Figure 2, in 
which the data ends at 10,000 seconds, 
exhibits a slope of –1 and therefore con-
firms the general impression that the 
data are mostly uncorrelated noise. ( 
For further discussion of this point, see 
IEEE Standard 1139 referenced in the 
Additional Resources section near the 
end of this article.) 

The nature of the Allan variance 
curve in Figure 2 suggests that the 
fiberoptic gyro can be modeled as K + 
R(k) where K is a constant, R is a time 
varying term typically referred to as 
rate noise and k is the sample index of 
the time process R. The parameters we 
determined are K = 7 (deg/hr)2 variance 
and R =18 (deg/hr)2 variance. Once 
that is done, a simulation with the pre-
described statistics can be generated. 
The results of the Allan variance of the 
simulation are in cyan in Figure 3 and 
show extremely good agreement with 
the measured Allan variance.

MEMS	IMU	Analysis
The MEMS IMU data were collected at 
the same time and under the same cir-
cumstances as the data collection for the 
tactical-grade fiber-optic IMU. Figure 4 

Fiber Optic IMU MEMS IMU

Gyro	bias	stability,	°/hr,	1	σ	(100	sec	correlation	time) 0.65 Bias	in-run	stability,	°/hr,	1	σ 10

Random	walk,	°/√hr 0.15 Angular	random	walk,	°/√hr 0.125

Scale	factor	accuracy,	PPM,	1	σ 100 Scale	factor	linearity,	PPM,	1	σ 
(input	>	11.11°/sec)

450

Drift	(bias),	°/hr,	1	σ 3.0 Bias	repeatability,	°/hr,	1	σ 30

TABLE 1.  Relevant manufacturers’ specifications
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FIGURE 1  Raw fiberoptic IMU data, z gyro

FIGURE 2 Allan variance, fiber-optic IMU z gyro
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presents a raw time-series plot for one 
MEMS IMU gyro. 

Figure 5 shows a more detailed plot 
of only the first five hours of the time 
series in which an initial rate ramp off 
seems to appear. However, the same type 
of behavior occurs at various points in 
the time series. Therefore, in general, no 
attempt was made to try to characterize 
this initial transient.

The Allan variance for the MEMS 
IMU gyros is presented in Figure 6. This 

chart shows all three axes for one of the 
sample runs with the x axis data stopped 
at 10,000 seconds. 

Figure 6 initially gives the impres-
sion that the curve is nominally flat and, 
hence, suggests that the dominant noise 
source is 1/f noise. However, detailed 
simulation suggests a more complicated 
picture as will be described later. None-
theless, the more or less constant slope of 
the MEMS IMU has important ramifi-
cations for the overall system accuracy. 

The fact that the Allan variance curve 
stays generally constant over time sug-
gests that a lower bound of the ability of 
the end user to estimate the gyro bias is 
limited to about 1 to 5 degrees per hour. 
Consequently, a navigation system that 
reaches such accuracy using Kalman 
filter techniques should be considered 
“best possible.”

The predominant characteristics of 
the Allan variance curve are approxi-
mately as follows: time 1 to 5 seconds, 
rate noise; time 5 to 900 seconds, cor-
related gyro bias; time 900 to 1,000 sec-
onds, flicker floor; time 1,000 to 10,000 
seconds, rate random walk. 

With these characteristics in mind, a 
discrete time model for the gyros can be 
based on the following five terms r(k) = 
K + R(k) + C(k) + F(k) + W(k) where
• K, constant gyro bias
• R, rate noise
• C, correlated noise
• F, bias instability
• W, rate random walk

where the terminology is the same as in 
IEEE Standard 647. 

We will now show the models for 
each of these terms with time-varying 
characteristics. 
• R is modeled simply as a Gaussian 

random sequence, R(k) = wR(k), 
where wR(k) is a real Gaussian 
sequence with E(wR

2) = σR
2 and  E(.) 

denotes expectation.
• C is based on the linear Gauss-Mar-

kov process , 
where uC is a normal process with 
E(uC

2) = σC
2. The equivalent discrete 

time realization is given by: x(k+1) = 
αx(k) + wC(k),k = 0,1,2,... where α = 
e-βΔt is the time constant, and wC is a 
normal sequence with variance σC

2(1-
e-2βΔt).

• F is a f licker process and to model 
it we used the technique described 
in the article by N. J. Kasdin and T. 
Walter cited in Additional Resourc-
es. We deviate slightly from what the 
IEEE calls bias instability in that we 
use a cutoff frequency of 0. The flick-
er process we model is characterized 
by 1/f power spectral density and 0 
slope on the Allan variance chart.

• The rate random walk term is the 
limiting case of correlated noise as 

 above and is modeled simply 
as x = uw where uw is a normal pro-
cess with E(uw

2) = σw
2.

Several minimum variance tech-
niques have been developed to find 
the coefficients of R, F and W. (See, for 

FIGURE 3 Fiberoptic IMU Allan variance, simulated (cyan) and true (blue)

FIGURE 4  Raw MEMS IMU data, z gyro

FIGURE 5 Raw MEMS IMU data, z gyro, 5 hours

FIGURE 6 MEMS IMU Allan variance all gyros’ axes: x, blue; y, red; z, green
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example, the presentation by F. Vernotte 
et alia cited in Additional Resources.) 
These techniques were largely developed 
for precision oscillators where epoch to 
epoch correlation is minimal. Due to the 
presence of the correlated noise term C, 
we resorted to an ad hoc approach to 
determine the coefficients. 

The values found for these individual 
terms are as follows:
• R is Gaussian noise with variance 

0.49 (deg/hr)2.
• C has time constant 19.4 seconds and 

driving noise with variance 0.00392 
(deg/hr)2.

• F is simulated as 1/f noise with vari-
ance 3.61 (deg/ hr)2.

• W is random walk with driving noise 
variance 3.82e-4 (deg/hr)2.
Figure 7 displays the results of an 

Allan variance simulation of the MEMS 
IMU performance based on these val-
ues. There, the cyan curve is the simu-
lated curve. The agreement is excellent 

up to 1,000 seconds. After 1,000 seconds, 
the curve drops off slightly, but this is 
largely due to this particular instance of 
the random sequences used to drive the 
simulation. 

To further verify the integrity of the 
simulation, the power spectral density 
of the curves was considered. To sim-
plify the analysis, we used the MATLAB 
function psd with the default options. 
The results are shown in Figure 8 where 
the red curve is the psd of the simulat-
ed series and the blue curves are from 
the measured gyros. The values at low 
frequency do not agree due to the data 
biases. For ease of comparison, Figure 9 
shows the Allan variance curve of the 
MEMS IMU and the fiber-optic IMU on 
the same curve.

GpS/INS	Integration
The integrated navigation systems that 
we tested and describe in this article 
consisted of tactical grade IMUs coupled 
with a 17-channel GPS engine augment-
ed by a commercial satellite-based real-
time differential correction service and a 
microcomputer to combine the GPS and 
IMU data. The overall hardware package 
length was shrunk for the MEMS IMU. 

The units weigh about 10 pounds 
including battery power adequate for 
four hours of run time. The units can 
also output real-time data and accept 
external DC power for longer run times. 
An additional feature in the systems is 
the ability to record raw data for post-

processing. This feature allows an addi-
tional performance criterion to be esti-
mated. A much more compact package 
is being developed for a smaller MEMS 
IMU.

The embedded software has a mod-
ular design allowing quick prototyping 
for different inertial sensors. Data rates 
and various other real-time parameters 
are set via external controller/viewer 
software (Figure 10). 

In differential GPS (DGPS) mode, 
the receiver’s horizontal accuracy was 
approximately one meter in good envi-
ronments, and somewhat worse than 
that in partially obscured environments. 
In clear conditions with continuous L1 
and L2 tracking, the receiver is capable 
of using an extra precision mode after a 
number of minutes. After approximately 
10 minutes of continuous operation in 
the latter mode, the receiver produced 
horizontal accuracies of about 30 cen-
timeters. 
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FIGURE 7 MEMS IMU simulated Allan variance (cyan) and three true axes

FIGURE 8  MEMS IMU gyro and simulation PSDs.

FIGURE 9 Tactical grade fiber-optic (blue) and MEMS IMU (red), Allan 
variances

FIGURE 10  Controller/viewer software
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Loss of too many satellite signals — 
for example, as a result of obstructions 
or interference — will result in the sat-
ellite-based augmentation service going 
from high-precision to DGPS mode. The 
return to the high-precision mode can 
occur within as little as two minutes, 
although in some cases it is appreciably 
longer. 

The Kalman filter in the real-time 
software has 15 states, three each for 
position errors, velocity errors, tilt 
errors, accelerometer bias, and gyro bias. 
A more detailed description of the Kal-
man filter used in integrating the GPS 
and IMU appears in the article by J. Strus 
et alia cited in Additional Resources. 

Kalman	Filter	Modifications
The fiber-optic gyros are adequate to 
perform stationary alignment error esti-
mation by gyrocompassing. This usually 
results in an initial azimuth error of one 
to two degrees.

In contrast, the MEMS IMU does 
not produce a useful gyrocompassing 
result due to the large turn-on bias. So, 
we added a motion alignment capability 
to the latter unit. Moreover, additional 
compensation algorithms were added 

for the potentially large initial uncer-
tainties when motion alignment was 
not desired. 

Based on the Allan variance analysis 
described earlier in this article, proper 
gyro modeling requires three states for 
each MEMS IMU gyro. Based on our 
design constraints, we opted for a state 
reduction model such as is discussed in 
the article by R. L. Greenspan (Addi-
tional Resources). Gyros are simply 
modeled as Gauss/Markov processes 
with a large time constant. This allows 
us to tune the filter bias uncertainty to a 
value very close to that predicted by the 
Allan variance. In our experience, the 
decrease in complexity is a reasonable 
compromise.

Truth	Systems
We used two different truth systems to 
verify the accuracy of the units under 
test. For ground tests, the GPS/INS sys-
tems were mounted on a 4.6 meter boom 
on a minivan. The boom was designed 
and engineered to precise tolerances in a 
machine shop and has carefully mount-
ed L1/L2 GPS antennas on each end. 

This design allows the system to be 
tested against a long-baseline GPS atti-
tude system with an estimated accura-
cy of 0.06 degree in azimuth, and 0.12 
degree in pitch for a single measure-
ment. The boom also has a telescopic 
rifle scope so that distant landmarks can 
be sighted with an estimated accuracy of 
0.015 degree.

The RTK algorithms are described in 
the articles by J. W. Sinko and C. Basnay-
ake et alia (see Additional Resources). 
With the two IMU/GPS units mounted 
in the middle, the boom can be swung 
in both azimuth and pitch so that it can 
be aimed at distant landmarks. For static 
ground tests the boom has a telescopic 
rifle scope to sight distant landmarks, 
which can be seen in the accompanying 
photo. With good GPS positional accu-
racy (± one meter) of the landmark and 
the vehicle, and with the landmark being 
at least 10 kilometers away, the estimated 
accuracy of the pointing system is 0.015 
degree.

Test	Results
Figure 11 shows about 100 minutes of 
data collected on streets and in a park-
ing lot with good sky coverage. It also 
illustrates a number of performance 
characteristics of the two different IMU/
GPS units under test. The interval from 
340,500 to 341,500 seconds traversed 
about 10 kilometers of city streets and 
expressways as well as some freeway. 

GPS availability ranged from poor to 
good and only DGPS mode was attained. 
During this time the Kalman filters in 
each unit did a reasonable job of esti-
mating the IMU gyro biases. 

At 341,940 seconds, the vehicle was 
stopped and the boom pointed at a land-
mark with an azimuth of 83.75 degrees. 
The vehicle remained stationary for 
about 1,000 seconds. During this time 
the fiber-optic-based unit drifted very 
little, while the MEMS IMU–based unit 
drifted more than a degree — as predict-
ed by the Allan variance tests. 

Figure 12 shows how the units per-
formed with respect to the telescopic 
gun sight, at least until 342,237. At that 
time, the wind shifted the boom slightly. 
Another slight wind jump occurred, and 
then, at 342,600 seconds, the boom was 
manually set back to the original azi-
muth. 

Again referring to Figure 11, start-
ing at 343,040 seconds after five minutes 
of driving the IMUs were reasonably 
well aligned again and little drift was 
observed over a 1,000-second near-static 
period starting at 343440. The van was 

GpS/IMU

For ground tests of the truth system, a 
van was equipped with a boom on which 
the IMU/GPS units were mounted. The 
telescopic scope on the side of the boom 
was used for sighting distant landmarks 
used as reference points.
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stationary, but the boom was pointed 
at several landmarks. The MEMS IMU 
started a bit off and drifted through the 
actual azimuth. 

Figure 11 details significant gyro 
runoffs beginning at time 344,350. This 
was caused by making 10 successive left-
hand circles at the minimum turn radius 
of the minivan. Our interpretation is 
that this error is due to scale factor error, 
because the 0.25- to 0.5-degree error is 
in the realm of what would be expected 
based on the manufacturer’s specifica-
tions in Table 1.

After another eight minutes of slow 
speed driving (less than 10 m/s), a few 
more static tests were made and then 
the van was driven on a mostly unob-
scured freeway for about four minutes. 
Although the GPS has correlated mul-
tipath error when it is stationary, intro-
duction of platform dynamics allow this 
error to be averaged down.

 Extensive testing of a 1.2-meter GPS 
attitude system indicates that the short-
term (minutes) bias error is typically 0.25 
degree, and the standard deviation is also 
about 0.25 degree. When averaged over 
a sidereal day, the bias dropped to 0.06 
degree because the phase multipath was 
averaged over a large part of the sky. 

If the attitude system is moved sig-
nificantly in azimuth, a similar mul-
tipath-averaging effect occurs. Trans-
lating these results to the 4.66-meter 
baseline used in these experiments 
gives an expected dynamic bias of 0.015 
degree with a standard deviation of 0.06 
degree. 

The averaging technique basically 
uses the stability of the IMU to average 
the GPS. Generally, researchers would 
consider it undesirable to use a unit 
under test to play a part in determining 
the accuracy of that unit. However, in 
this case it makes sense to do just that 

given the difficulty of measuring azi-
muth on a moving vehicle. 

Figure 13 shows the difference 
between the GPS azimuth and the IMU 
azimuths for about four minutes on a 
suburban freeway. While the difference 
jumps around by about 0.1 degree on an 
epoch by epoch basis, averaging over any 
one minute period reduces the difference 
to about 0.03 degree. 

This approach is affirmed by Figure 
14, which shows the elevation angles 
(pitch) measured by the IMUs and the 
GPS attitude system. In this case, the 
IMUs are known to be quite accurate 
—throughout entire runs the two units 
track each other in elevation within 
0.05 degree. The elevation angle given 
is not very dependent on GPS because 
the IMUs always have the acceleration 
of gravity. 

On the other hand, the GPS attitude 
system will have an elevation error of 
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FIGURE 11  A 100-minute test run FIGURE 12  Gyro drift while boom was stationary.

FIGURE 13  Azimuth difference (IMU/GPS–RTK GPS) during a four-minute 
freeway drive

FIGURE 14  Elevation difference (IMU/GPS–RTK GPS) during a four-minute 
freeway drive.
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about twice the azimuth error (or about 
0.12 degree) because of the unfavorable 
DOP (dilution of precision) associated 
with elevation measurements. Again 
the average works out to a constant offset 
(while the IMUs were carefully mount-
ed in azimuth, they were not carefully 
mounted in pitch). 

Rapid turn rates also introduced an 
error apparently due to residual scale 
factor error. At low speeds the attitude 
accuracy depended on the accuracy of 
the GPS measurements, but at aircraft 
speeds C/A-code GPS produced attitude 
accuracies as good as RTK GPS mea-
surements. 

We performed a final series of tests to 
determine the quality of GPS data nec-
essary for accurate azimuth alignment. 
Two Autonomous Inertial Reference 
System (AIRS) units with fiber-optic 
IMUs were used for the tests.  The tests 
took place in the clear when both L1 GPS 
and GPS RTK positioning was available. 
To obtain these solutions, commercial 
L1/L2 receivers were used.

Figure 15 shows the filter convergence 
during a moving start. The figure shows 
the difference between the Kalman fil-
ter solution for heading and the head-
ing determined by the 4.6-meter base-
line GPS attitude system on the boom. 
When fed RTK data the filter converges 
a bit faster with a slightly lower maxi-
mum error than when the filter is fed 

L1 data. As the GPS attitude system is 
only accurate to about 0.1 degrees, not 
many conclusions can be drawn after 30 
seconds.

Figure 16 shows the Kalman filter 
accuracy as determined by the telescop-
ic rif le sight, which has an estimated 
accuracy of 0.01 to 0.02 degrees. Data is 
shown for several initialization periods. 
All initialization was done while moving 
at relatively slow velocities (2 to 15 m/s). 
A three-minute delay occurred between 
stopping and having the boom lined up 
to make the measurement. 

Again, the RTK data usually does a 
better job of aligning the filter. Accuracy 
is quite high after 100 seconds of align-
ment with RTK data. A longer align-
ment time helps when only L1 data is 
available. 

We should note that this data was for 
a single run of one AIRS unit and that 
somewhat different numbers will occur 
for other runs. However, these results 
are representative.

Figure 17 reveals the drift of the units 
after different alignment data sets. The 
data shown are for a 1,200-second peri-

od with the boom locked down. The 
period starts about four minutes after 
the vehicle stopped. With only 20 sec-
onds of moving alignment, drift occurs 
in both the L1- and RTK-aligned units, 
but the drift is much more severe for the 
L1 case. 

Even after 100 seconds the L1 case 
shows some drift while the RTK case is 
quite stable, but with about 0.05 degrees 
in error. For alignment periods of 500 
seconds or more, both the L1 and RTK 
cases produce high stability, although as 
shown in Figure 17 the accuracy of the 
RTK alignment is generally better.

Conclusions
With suitable dynamics, both varieties 
(fiber-optic and MEMS) of IMU/GPS 

combinations were capable of providing 
an azimuth to within at least 0.06° 1 σ. 
Furthermore, the Allan variance analy-
sis accurately predicted the azimuth drift 
performance of the IMU systems. 

Additional testing on the FOG units 
showed azimuth to be determined fast-
er and more accurately with RTK data 
than with L1 data. The telescopic sight 
proved to be a convenient way of test-
ing for static cases. The long-boom GPS 
attitude system, coupled with averaging, 
appears to give very good testing accu-
racy during dynamics. 
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The fiber-optic tactical grade IMU 
described in this article was the A=2 
model of the Litton LN-200 (311875-
240207) manufactured by Northrop 
Grumman, Woodland Hills, California, 
USA. The MEMS IMU was the HG1900 

BA99 by Honeywell Aerospace Elec-
tronic Systems, Minneapolis, Minneso-
ta, USA. The INS systems incorporated 
an OEMV receiver from NovAtel, Inc., 
Calgary, Alberta, Canada, using the 
OmniSTAR satellite-based augmenta-
tion service, Houston, Texas, running in 
the VBS/XP modes.
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